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Forensic Examination of Glass and Paint
Featuring essays and interviews with Timothy Leary, Aldous Huxley, Ram Dass, Albert Hofmann, Alexander
(Sasha) Shulgin, Daniel Pinchbeck, Tim Robbins, Arne Naess, and electronic musician Simon Posford, as
well as groundbreaking research and personal accounts, this one-of-a-kind anthology is a "best of"
collection of articles and essays published by the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies
(MAPS). Topics include the healing use of marijuana and psychedelics--including MDMA, ibogaine, LSD, and
ayahuasca--for PTSD, anxiety, depression, and drug addiction, as well as positive effects of these
substances in the realm of the arts, family, spirituality, ecology, and technology. Among many other
thought-provoking and mind-opening pieces are the following: • "On Leary and Drugs at the End," by Carol
Rosen and Vicki Marshall • "Psychedelic Rites of Passage," by Ram Dass • "To Be Read at the Funeral," by
Albert Hofmann • "Another Green World: Psychedelics and Ecology," by Daniel Pinchbeck • "Psychedelics
and Species Connectedness," by Stanley Krippner, PhD • "Huxley on Drugs and Creativity," by Aldous
Huxley • "Psychedelics and the Deep Ecology Movement: A Conversation with Arne Naess," by Mark A.
Schroll, PhD, and David Rothenberg • "Psychedelic Sensibility," by Tom Robbins • "Electronic Music and
Psychedelics: An Interview with Simon Posford of Shpongle," by David Jay Brown • "How Psychedelics
Informed My Sex Life and Sex Work," by Annie Sprinkle • "Consideration of Ayahuasca for the Treatment of
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder," by Jessica Nielson, PhD, and Julie Megler, MSN, NP-BC • "Psychedelics
and Extreme Sports," by James Oroc • "Youth and Entheogens: A Modern Rite of Passage?," by Andrei Foldes
with Amba, Eric Johnson, et al. • "Diary of an MDMA Subject," by Anonymous • "Dimethyltryptamine:
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Possible Endogenous Ligand of the Sigma-1 Receptor?," by Adam L. Halberstadt • "Lessons from Psychedelic
Therapy," by Richard Yensen, PhD • "Psychosomatic Medicine, Psychoneuroimmunology, and Psychedelics," by
Ana Maqueda • "Talking with Ann and Sasha Shulgin about the Existence of God and the Pleasures of Sex
and Drugs," by Jon Hanna and Silvia Thyssen From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Secret Chief Revealed
Facsimile of 2004 Edition. This Book is dedicated to the memory of Leo Zeff, with the fervent hope that
the revelation of his work will help bring understanding and sanity to a confused world. The Secret
Chief Revealed reveals for the first time the identity of pioneering psychedelic therapist Leo Zeff,
which was kept secret in the original The Secret Chief. The book contains the same text as the original
with 32 pages of added material including epilogues written by Leo's children and patients, and a new
introduction by Myron Stolaroff. It comprises Conversations with Zeff, pioneer in the underground
psychedelic therapy movement. Reviews: "Though my father enjoyed the occasional recognition that came
his way in later years, no accolade or honor ever meant as much to him as a single human being telling
him how much his knowledge, wisdom, and willingness to do this work has changed his or her life. He
surely left the world - and me - richer for having known him." -- Sarah Zeff "In the illegality of his
time it was unthinkable to publish the excellent results of his therapy. It is therefore praiseworthy
that today, years after his death, a friend has undertaken the task of publishing the details of the
therapeutic methodology of this intrepid Ph.D. psychologist." -- Albert Hofmann, Ph.D., inventor of LSD
"Jacob (Leo) painfully weighed the pros and cons and made the decision to challenge the law, continue
his work with psychedelics, and assume personal responsibility for his activity. He has already passed
the judgment of his "family," the friends and clients whose lives he has profoundly changed. They
remember him with great love and gratitude. It remains to be seen how he will be judged by history" -Stanislav Grof, M.D., author of LSD Psychotherapy.

Petrochemicals in Nontechnical Language
An essential reference for anyone concerned with controlled substances & maintaining a drug free
workplace & community. Lists every currently & formerly scheduled (illegal) drug, authority for
inclusion in the law, its exact names, its chemical abstract identification number, & all known
synonyms. Lists all chemical structures of controlled substances, arranged by structural families. Lists
drug code numbers assigned to drugs, solvents, vitamins, food stuffs, & things recognized. Has a
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complete empirical formula index of all compounds mentioned in the current laws. Includes the original
Controlled Substance Act of 1970, the Designer Drug Act of 1986 & the present form it has taken, the
working of the Emergency Scheduling Act, the Analogue Enforcement Act, & the current Federal Sentencing
Guidelines. Contains 5 schedules for controlled substances & their criteria & defines the vague &
misleading terms used in the laws, like "high abuse potential" & "substantially similar." Forewords by
Dr. James Bakalar, for lawyers; Dr. John Thornton, for criminalists; Dr. Peyton Jacob III, for
scientists. Author, Dr. Alexander Shulgin is one of the world's foremost psychopharmacological research
chemists & a professor at U.C. Berkeley.

Altered States
This volume represents an approach to the analysis of glass and paint as they occur as trace evidence in
forensic cases. Each chapter is written by an expert in their particular area. The book is divided into
two sections: one referring to paint and one referring to glass. Each section covers an introduction to
the composition of these materials an

Fundamentals of Petroleum and Petrochemical Engineering
In the 1960s, Americans combined psychedelics with Buddhist meditation to achieve direct experience
through altered states of consciousness. As some practitioners became more committed to Buddhism, they
abandoned the use of psychedelics in favor of stricter mental discipline, but others carried on with the
experiment, advancing a fascinating alchemy called psychedelic Buddhism. Many think exploration with
psychedelics in Buddhism faded with the revolutionary spirit of the sixties, but the underground
practice has evolved into a brand of religiosity as eclectic and challenging as the era that created it.
Altered States combines interviews with well-known figures in American Buddhism and psychedelic
spirituality—including Lama Surya Das, Erik Davis, Geoffrey Shugen Arnold Sensei, Rick Strassman, and
Charles Tart—and personal stories of everyday practitioners to define a distinctly American religious
phenomenon. The nuanced perspective that emerges, grounded in a detailed history of psychedelic
religious experience, adds critical depth to debates over the controlled use of psychedelics and druginduced mysticism. The book also opens new paths of inquiry into such issues as re-enchantment, the
limits of rationality, the biochemical and psychosocial basis of altered states of consciousness, and
the nature of subjectivity.
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Pharmako Poeia
A study of the importance of psychedelic plants and drugs in religion and society • With contributions
by Albert Hofmann, R. Gordon Wasson, Jack Kornfield, Terence McKenna, the Shulgins, Rick Strassman, and
others • Explores the importance of academic and religious freedom in the study of psychedelics and the
mind • Exposes the need for an organized spiritual context for entheogen use in order to fully realize
their transformative and sacred value We live in a time when a great many voices are calling for a
spiritual renewal to address the problems that face humanity, yet the way of entheogens--one of the
oldest and most widespread means of attaining a religious experience--is forbidden, surrounded by
controversy and misunderstanding. Widely employed in traditional shamanic societies, entheogens figure
prominently in the origins of religion and their use continues today throughout the world. They alter
consciousness in such a profound way that, depending on the set and setting, they can produce the
ultimate human experiences: union with God or revelation of other mystical realities. With contributions
by Albert Hofmann, Terence McKenna, Ann and Alexander Shulgin, Thomas Riedlinger, Dale Pendell, and Rick
Strassman as well as interviews with R. Gordon Wasson and Jack Kornfield, this book explores ancient and
modern uses of psychedelic drugs, emphasizing the complementary relationship between science and
mystical experience and the importance of psychedelics to the future of religion and society. Revealing
the mystical-religious possibilities of substances such as psilocybin mushrooms, mescaline, and LSD,
this book exposes the vital need for developing an organized spiritual context for their use in order to
fully realize their transformative and sacred value. Stressing the importance of academic and religious
freedom, the authors call for a revival of scientific and religious inquiry into entheogens so they may
be used safely and legally by those seeking to cultivate their spiritual awareness.

Drugs 2.0
The story of Albert Hofmann's life and the parallel story of LSD highlighting his academic journey, his
research at Sandoz and his open minded, thoughtful philosophies about his discovery.

Mystic Chemist
An eye-opening investigation of the new and constantly-mutating global drug culture that is driven by
social networking and rogue chemistry, and enabled by antiquated laws
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Entheogens and the Future of Religion
The Simple Plant Isoquinolines
"A reissue of a classic media studies book exploring the connection between digital and spiritual realms
and their effects on technological communication"--

Controlled Substances
Lust, science, adventure -- Joseph Banks and his voyages of discovery The extraordinary life of one of
the world's most famous and notorious adventurers Sir Joseph Banks was a man of passion whose influence
spanned the globe. A fearless adventurer, his fascination with beautiful women was only trumped by his
obsession with the natural world and his lust for scientific knowledge. Fabulously wealthy, Banks was
the driving force behind monumental voyages and scientific discoveries in Australia, New Zealand, the
South Pacific, Europe, North America, South America, Asia, Africa and the Arctic. In 1768, as a
galivanting young playboy, he joined Captain James Cook's Endeavour expedition to the South Pacific.
Financing his own team of scientists and artists, Banks battled high seas, hailstorms, treacherous coral
reefs and hostile locals to expand the world's knowledge of life on distant shores. He returned with
thousands of specimens of plants and animals, generating enormous interest in Europe, while the racy
accounts of his amorous adventures in Tahiti made him one of the most famous and notorious men in
England. As the longest-serving president of Britain's Royal Society, Banks was perhaps the most
important man in the scientific world for more than half a century. It was Banks, one of the first
Europeans to set foot on Australia's east coast, who advised Britain to establish a remote penal
settlement and strategic base at Botany Bay, and he eventually became the foremost expert on everything
Australian. Early governors in the colony answered to him as he set about unleashing Australia's vast
potential in agriculture and minerals. For decades, major British voyages of exploration around the
globe only sailed with his backing. By award-winning bestselling writer Grantlee Kieza, Banks is a rich
and rollicking biography of one of the most colourful and intriguing characters in the history of
exploration.

Tihkal
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Contains over 70 experiments, complete with notes and ingredients with the focus on Tryptamines. The
first half concentrates on Shulgin's spiritual journey, ideas and philosophy. Foreword by Daniel M
Perrine and preface by Nicholas Saunders. Edited by Dan Joy.

Pihkal
Phenethylamines I Have Known And Loved A unique document written by renowned psychopharmo -gist Shulgin
and his partner which gives details of his research and investigations into the use of psychedelic drugs
for the study of the human mind. Also describes in detail a wealth of phenet- hlyamines, their physical
properties, dosages used and duration of effects observed, and commentary.

LSD-25 & Trytamine Synthesis
Singularity Hypotheses: A Scientific and Philosophical Assessment offers authoritative, jargon-free
essays and critical commentaries on accelerating technological progress and the notion of technological
singularity. It focuses on conjectures about the intelligence explosion, transhumanism, and whole brain
emulation. Recent years have seen a plethora of forecasts about the profound, disruptive impact that is
likely to result from further progress in these areas. Many commentators however doubt the scientific
rigor of these forecasts, rejecting them as speculative and unfounded. We therefore invited prominent
computer scientists, physicists, philosophers, biologists, economists and other thinkers to assess the
singularity hypotheses. Their contributions go beyond speculation, providing deep insights into the main
issues and a balanced picture of the debate.

The Psychedelic Explorer's Guide
Psychedelic Psychotherapy contains valuable insiders' information for those using psychedelics for their
own healing, and for practitioners who facilitate their sessions. Its focus is the nitty-gritty of
healing trauma using MDMA, LSD, and psilocybin.

United States Military Patch Guide
Taboos are a burden on society. By protecting irrational views they hinder progress towards greater
happiness.
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Norma
From the internationally best-selling author of Purge and When the Doves Disappeared, a spellbinding new
novel set in present-day Helsinki, about a young woman with a fantastical secret who is trying to solve
the mystery of her mother's death. When Anita Naakka jumps in front of an oncoming train, her daughter,
Norma, is left alone with the secret they have spent their lives hiding: Norma has supernatural hair,
sensitive to the slightest changes in her mood--and the moods of those around her--moving of its own
accord, corkscrewing when danger is near. And so it is her hair that alerts her, while she talks with a
strange man at her mother's funeral, that her mother may not have taken her own life. Setting out to
reconstruct Anita's final months--sifting through puzzling cell phone records, bank statements, video
files--Norma begins to realize that her mother knew more about her hair's powers than she let on: a
sinister truth beyond Norma's imagining. As Sofi Oksanen leads us ever more deeply into Norma's world,
weaving together past and present, she gives us a dark family drama that is a searing portrait of both
the exploitation of women's bodies and the extremes to which people will go for the sake of beauty.

TechGnosis
In 2010, exactly one month after the end of her marriage, a thirty-seven-year-old psychologist is
diagnosed with two primary breast cancers. Determined to help herself, she develops her own toolkit to
conquer cancer's psychological minefield of grief and loss, infertility, surgeries and survival.

Banks
The world's most complete illustrated color guide and reference on United States Military Patches
(Shoulder Sleeve Insignia). Covers World war I, World war II, Vietnam, Kuwait, Bosnia, Afghanistan, Iraq
to present. Over 4,400 Military Patches in color for the Army, Marines, Army Air Force, Navy and Special
Forces. Grouped by service from Armies to Regiments, from Airborne to Armor, from Infantry to Artillery
all of the services are covered. With way over 4,000 different full color military patches the guide
provides the most complete and detailed reference of United States Military unit identification patches
in the world. All three smaller earlier editions of this guide have sold out and have become valuable
collectors items and treasured references for veterans, collectors and historians.

How to be German in 50 easy steps
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In an updated encyclopedic study of the history and uses of psychoactive plants and related substances,
the author offers a blend of authority and playfulness and includes a new introduction to each resource.

Manifesting Minds
“Cody Johnson beautifully balances historical knowledge with cutting-edge science to produce a
thoroughly enjoyable and enlightening read which paints a holistic picture of the risks and benefits of
psychedelic use in modern day medicine and culture.” —Rick Doblin, PhD, Founder and Executive Director
of the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS). Magic Medicine explores the
fascinating history of psychedelic substances and provides a contemporary update about their growing
inclusion in modern medicine, science, and culture. Each chapter dives into the rich history of a single
plant or compound and explores its therapeutic and spiritual uses in cultures near and far. Firsthand
quotes allow glimmers of psychedelic light throughout. Learn all about: Classical psychedelics,
including 2C-B, ayahuasca, LSD, and peyote The empathogenic psychedelics MDA and MDMA Dissociative
psychedelics, including DXM, ketamine, and salvia Unique psychedelics, including cannabis, DiPT, and
even fish and sea sponges The history of psychedelic plants and substances is full of colorful facts and
stories, and intriguing questions. Did US Army Intelligence really use LSD as an enhanced military
interrogation technique? How is DiPT able to make a familiar tune sound utterly foreign? Can MDMA
(Ecstasy) help people overcome traumatic experiences? Many psychedelic plants and substances have a long
history of being incorporated into various healing traditions—such as cannabis and opium in Traditional
Chinese Medicine. Science is beginning to research what traditional cultures have told us for years:
psychedelics have transformative healing properties. Anyone who has ever wondered about
psychedelics—from complete neophytes to veteran trippers, seekers and sages to skeptics and scientists,
therapists and patients to green thumbs and armchair anthropologists—will find something in this
engrossing and beautifully designed book.

The Commemorative Edition of Pihkal and Tihkal
Lovingly prepared by Joshua Marker along with a devoted team of volunteers, this commemorative
publication of PiHKAL: A Chemical Love Story and TiHKAL: The Continuation features the original texts
enhanced with complete errata, new essays, anecdotes, and reminiscences by numerous colleagues,
previously unpublished photographs, and original art. PiHKAL is the fictionalized autobiographical
account of Sasha and Ann Shulgin's research and romance, exploring altered state experiences in the
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context of intimacy. It describes a wide variety of phenethylamines, their dosage, and their effects.
The second volume, TiHKAL, uses the same format as its predecessor to describe the effects of a range of
tryptamines, and continues the Shulgin's chemical love story. It also includes appendices that relate to
cactus alkaloids, natural beta-carbolines, and drug law. In this edition, each book has been split into
two paperback volumes to make a collection of four, housed in a commemorative slipcase set.

Moksha
P.D. Newman's bold and daring theory provides a radical interpretation of Masonic symbolism. In the
tradition of Wasson, Hofmann and Ruck, in ""The Road to Eleusis: Unveiling the Secret of the Mysteries""
(1978), and Heinrich's ""Strange Fruit: Alchemy, Religion, and Magical Foods"" (1995), Newman suggests
that practical psychoactive pharmacology, rather than philosophy, lies concealed in the root of some of
our allegories and mysteries. Admitting to being more than a mere theoretician, Newman draws from his
own personal experiences, and a wide range of sources, in presenting his theory in a logical manner,
which merits consideration. - Arturo De Hoyos, 33* Grand Archivist and Grand Historian Ancient and
Accepted Scottish Rite, Southern Jurisdiction

LSD, My Problem Child
In June of 2017, an international group of specialists in ethnopharmacology, chemistry, botany,
psychology, and anthropology met to discuss their findings of the last fifty years and assess the
potential future for investigations into traditional plant-based medicines. The Ethnopharmacologic
Search for Psychoactive Drugs is the defining scholarly publication on both past and current research
with psychotropic plant substances for medicinal, therapeutic, and spiritual uses.

You Will Die
More than four million copies sold: the definitive guide to drugs and drug use from “America’s best
known doctor” (The New York Times). Cowritten by one of America’s most respected doctors, From Chocolate
to Morphine is the authoritative resource covering a wide range of available substances, from coffee to
marijuana, antihistamines to psychedelics, steroids to smart drugs, and beyond. Dr. Andrew T. Weil
provides the best and most unbiased information available, frankly discussing each drug’s likely
effects, precautions for use, and suggested alternatives. Expanded and updated to include such drugs as
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Oxycontin, Ecstasy, Prozac, and Ephedra, this edition also addresses numerous issues from the growing
methamphetamine and opioid epidemics to the push to legalize medical marijuana, and the overuse of drugs
for children diagnosed with ADHD. Offering facts rather than advocacy, Weil’s trusted bestseller has
become “a classic guide to psychotropic drugs” (U.S. News and World Report).

The Secret Chief
In "Liquid Soapmaking" you will find clear explanations accompanied by full color photography, tables
and charts illustrating how to: a) Successfully create sparkling clear soaps quickly and easily every
time. b) Formulate liquid soap so you never have to dissolve a stubborn soap paste again. c) Make the
most luxuriously thick shower gels ever. d) Color, fragrance and thicken your liquid soap. e) Add
nutritive value with herbal extracts and infusions. f) Extend the shelf life and stability of your soap.
g) Formulate your own recipes.

Secret Drugs of Buddhism
This is the story of LSD told by a concerned yet hopeful father, organic chemist Albert Hofmann. He
traces LSDs path from a promising psychiatric research medicine to a recreational drug sparking hysteria
and prohibition.We follow Dr. Hofmanns trek across Mexico to discover sacred plants related to LSD, and
listen in as he corresponds with other notable figures about his remarkable discovery.Underlying it all
is Dr. Hofmanns powerful conclusion that mystical experience may be our planets best hope for survival.
Whether induced by LSD, meditation, or arising spontaneously, such experiences help us to comprehend the
wonder, the mystery of the divine in the microcosm of the atom, in the macrocosm of the spiral nebula,
in the seeds of plants, in the body and soul of people.Now, more than sixty years after the birth of
Albert Hofmanns problem child, his vision of its true potential is more relevant, and more needed, than
ever.

Understanding Fandom
This authoritative text has been re-written and expanded to include additional chapters on methyl
tertiary butyl ether and higher alcohols. Read it cover to cover, chapter by chapter as the subject
comes up in your business, use it as an encyclopedia, or as a primer on petrochemical economics. Packed
with diagrams and tables, it is the only source you will need to get a clear understanding of this
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complex topic. Each chapter includes exercises and 'in a nutshell' chapter reviews. Contents: What you
need to know about organic chemistry Benzene Toluene and the xylenes Cyclohexane Olefins plants,
ethylene, and propylene The hydrocarbon family Cumene and phenol Ethylbenzene and styrene Ethylene
dichloride and vinyl chloride Propylene oxide and propylene glycol Methanol and synthesis gas Other
alcohols Formaldehyde and acetaldehyde Ketones Acids Acrylonitrile, acrylic acid, and acrylates Maleic
anhydride Alpha olefins Nature of polymers Thermoplastics Resins and fibers

Magic Medicine
The supply of petroleum continues to dwindle at an alarming rate, yet it is the source of a range of
products- from gasoline and diesel to plastic, rubber, and synthetic fiber. Critical to the future of
this commodity is that we learn to use it more judiciously and efficiently. Fundamentals of Petroleum
and Petrochemical Engineering provides a holi

Ethnopharmacologic Search for Psychoactive Drugs (Vol. 1 And 2)
Selected writings from the author of Brave New World and The Doors of Perception on the role of
psychedelics in society. • Includes letters and lectures by Huxley never published elsewhere. In May
1953 Aldous Huxley took four-tenths of a gram of mescaline. The mystical and transcendent experience
that followed set him off on an exploration that was to produce a revolutionary body of work about the
inner reaches of the human mind. Huxley was decades ahead of his time in his anticipation of the dangers
modern culture was creating through explosive population increase, headlong technological advance, and
militant nationalism, and he saw psychedelics as the greatest means at our disposal to "remind adults
that the real world is very different from the misshapen universe they have created for themselves by
means of their culture-conditioned prejudices." Much of Huxley's writings following his 1953 mescaline
experiment can be seen as his attempt to reveal the power of these substances to awaken a sense of the
sacred in people living in a technological society hostile to mystical revelations. Moksha, a Sanskrit
word meaning "liberation," is a collection of the prophetic and visionary writings of Aldous Huxley. It
includes selections from his acclaimed novels Brave New World and Island, both of which envision
societies centered around the use of psychedelics as stabilizing forces, as well as pieces from The
Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell, his famous works on consciousness expansion.

Alchemically Stoned - The Psychedelic Secret of Freemasonry
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Breakfast lavishly, pre-book all your holidays years in advance, dress sensibly and obey the red man!
«How to be German» presents all the little absurdities that make living in Germany such a pleasure. It’s
required reading for all Ausländer and for Germans who sometimes have the feeling they don’t understand
their own country. We learn why the Germans speak so freely about sex, why they are so obsessed with
«Spiegel Online» and why they all dream of being naked in a lake of Apfelsaftschorle. At the end, the
only thing left to say to Adam Fletcher’s love letter to Germany is «Alles klar!» This e-book is also
available in German: «Wie man Deutscher wird in 50 einfachen Schritten. Eine Anleitung von
Apfelsaftschorle bis Tschüss». The printed edition has been published as a bilingual turn-around book.

Psychedelic Psychotherapy
Five years ago, Tobias Jones and his wife set up a woodland sanctuary for people in a period of crisis
in their lives. Windsor Hill Wood quickly becomes a well-known refuge, and a family home is transformed
into a small community. Most people arrive because of a desperate need - bereavement, depression,
addiction or homelessness - while others come simply because they are dismayed by modern life. A Place
of Refuge is the story of an evolving community: the characters and conflicts, the miracles and
mistakes. As the seasons turn in the bustling woodland, an ever-changing group of people try to share
their money, their meals and ideals; making furniture, growing vegetables and rearing livestock.
Encountering both violent antagonism and astounding generosity, the family open up not only their house,
but also themselves, to the most demanding of judgements and transformations. This book is not about a
retreat from the world, but about a deeper engagement with it. Living alongside troubled guests, Jones
examines the consequences of our way of life - seeing up close the scars of war, abuse and loneliness and contemplates the ways in which nature and stillness offer solace to those in torment.

A Hole in My Genes
Neuropsychedelia examines the revival of psychedelic science since the "Decade of the Brain." After the
breakdown of this previously prospering area of psychopharmacology, and in the wake of clashes between
counterculture and establishment in the late 1960s, a new generation of hallucinogen researchers used
the hype around the neurosciences in the 1990s to bring psychedelics back into the mainstream of science
and society. This book is based on anthropological fieldwork and philosophical reflections on life and
work in two laboratories that have played key roles in this development: a human lab in Switzerland and
an animal lab in California. It sheds light on the central transnational axis of the resurgence
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connecting American psychedelic culture with the home country of LSD. In the borderland of science and
religion, Neuropsychedelia explores the tensions between the use of hallucinogens to model psychoses and
to evoke spiritual experiences in laboratory settings. Its protagonists, including the anthropologist
himself, struggle to find a place for the mystical under conditions of late-modern materialism.

From Chocolate to Morphine
The Shulgin Index Vol. I is a comprehensive survey of the known psychedelic phenethylamines. This first
volume presents: • A structure-oriented survey of psychedelic phenethylamines, amphetamines,
phenylpiperazines, and other similar compounds.• Treatments of 126 main compounds with detailed physical
properties, synthesis and analytical chemistry, biochemistry, pharmacological properties, and legal
status. Fully referenced with over 2,000 citations.• Sub-tables of lesser-studied structural homologues
and analogues.• Over 1300 total compounds covered.• Extensive cross-referencing tables for rapid
location of key information.This book is an invaluable resource for researchers, physicians, chemists,
and law enforcement.

Neuropsychedelia
From the man who has done more research into Ecstacy than any other chemist, author of the best-selling
Phenethylamines I Have Known and Tyroptomines I Have Known, this is a comprehensive reference work on
isoquinolines found in plants. Found in cactii and poppies among other plants, isoquinolines have
various effects and uses, and are commonly used in Chinese medicine. Extremely well-known and respected
within his own field and revered by many for his unparalleled research into mind-altering substances,
this new text is ideal for botanists, chemists and fans alike.

Breaking Open the Head
Secret Drugs of Buddhism explores the historical evidence for the use of entheogenic plants within the
Buddhist tradition and calls attention to the central role which psychedelics played in Indian
religions.

Singularity Hypotheses
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A dazzling work of personal travelogue and cultural criticism that ranges from the primitive to the
postmodern in a quest for the promise and meaning of the psychedelic experience. While psychedelics of
all sorts are demonized in America today, the visionary compounds found in plants are the spiritual
sacraments of tribal cultures around the world. From the iboga of the Bwiti in Gabon, to the Mazatecs of
Mexico, these plants are sacred because they awaken the mind to other levels of awareness--to a
holographic vision of the universe. Breaking Open the Head is a passionate, multilayered, and sometimes
rashly personal inquiry into this deep division. On one level, Daniel Pinchbeck tells the story of the
encounters between the modern consciousness of the West and these sacramental substances, including such
thinkers as Allen Ginsberg, Antonin Artaud, Walter Benjamin, and Terence McKenna, and a new underground
of present-day ethnobotanists, chemists, psychonauts, and philosophers. It is also a scrupulous
recording of the author's wide-ranging investigation with these outlaw compounds, including a thirtyhour tribal initiation in West Africa; an all-night encounter with the master shamans of the South
American rain forest; and a report from a psychedelic utopia in the Black Rock Desert that is the
Burning Man Festival. Breaking Open the Head is brave participatory journalism at its best, a vivid
account of psychic and intellectual experiences that opened doors in the wall of Western rationalism and
completed Daniel Pinchbeck's personal transformation from a jaded Manhattan journalist to shamanic
initiate and grateful citizen of the cosmos.

The Shulgin Index
Fans used to be seen as an overly obsessed fraction of the audience. In the last few decades, shifts in
media technology and production have instead made fandom a central mode of consumption. A range of ideas
has emerged to explore different facets of this growing phenomenon. With a foreword by Matt Hills,
Understanding Fandom introduces the whole field of fan research by looking at the history of debate, key
paradigms and methodological issues. The book discusses insights from scholars working with fans of
different texts, genres and media forms, including television and popular music. Mark Duffett shows that
fan research is an emergent interdisciplinary field with its own key thinkers: a tradition that is
distinct from both textual analysis and reception studies. Drawing on a range of debates from media
studies, cultural studies and psychology, Duffett argues that fandom is a particular kind of engagement
with the power relations of media culture.

A Place of Refuge
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Free Reading The Commemorative Edition Of Pihkal And Tihkal
Psychedelics for spiritual, therapeutic, and problem-solving use • Presents practices for safe and
successful psychedelic voyages, including the benefits of having a guide and how to be a guide • Reviews
the value of psychedelics for healing and self-discovery as well as how LSD has facilitated scientific
and technical problem-solving • Reveals how microdosing (ultr-low doeses) improve cognitive functioning,
emotional balance, and physical stamina • This year 600,000 people in the U.S. alone will try LSD for
the the first time, joining the 23 million who have already experimented with this substance Called
“America’s wisest and most respected authority on psychedelics and their use,” James Fadiman has been
involved with psychedelic research since the 1960s. In this guide to the immediate and long-term effects
of psychedelic use for spiritual (high dose), therapeutic (moderate dose), and problem-solving (low dose
and microdose) purposes, Fadiman outlines best practices for safe, sacred entheogenic voyages learned
through his more than 40 years of experience--from the benefits of having a sensitive guide during a
session (and how to be one) to the importance of the setting and pre-session intention. Fadiman reviews
the newest as well as the neglected research into the psychotherapeutic value of visionary drug use for
increased personal awareness and a host of serious medical conditions, including his recent study of the
reasons for and results of psychedelic use among hundreds of students and professionals. He reveals new
uses for LSD and other psychedelics, including microdosing, extremely low doses, for improved cognitive
functioning and emotional balance. Cautioning that psychedelics are not for everyone, he dispels the
myths and misperceptions about psychedelics circulating in textbooks and clinics as well as on the
internet. Exploring the life-changing experiences of Ram Dass, Timothy Leary, Aldous Huxley, and Huston
Smith as well as Francis Crick and Steve Jobs, Fadiman shows how psychedelics, used wisely, can lead not
only to healing but also to scientific breakthroughs and spiritual epiphanies.

Liquid Soapmaking
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